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Dear Sir/Madam,
Submission to the Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations
We appreciate the opportunity to take part in this enquiry into the future of Environmental Infrastructure across greater
Melbourne and regional Victoria.
On behalf of the Forrest Horse Riding Club (FHRC) we believe that community access to outdoor spaces and recreation
opportunities has become critical to a healthy life both physically and mentally. However, the pressure on current recreation
areas has dramatically increased due to the expansion of the population of Greater Melbourne and the outer peri‐urban
municipalities and growing regional centres.
The FHRC proposes greater investment in the development and upgrade of existing shared recreational trail networks for
walkers, cyclists and horse riders across Victoria.





Linking existing trails to form regional networks.
Online maps and planning guides outlining regional trails and other features including camping grounds, horse
yards, accommodation, food and wine venues, artisanal growers and other attractions enabling local and future
international tourists to plan multi‐day stays in the region.
Development of significant cultural heritage sites.
Bringing stakeholders together in collaboration such as DELWP, Parks, power and water suppliers and local councils
to discuss, plan and implement access and development of linking trails.

COMMUNITY, CONNECTIVITY, SAFTEY, VISIBILITY, ECONOMY, HEALTH, FITNESS AND FUN
THE FHRC PROPOSES A GREATER FOCUS ON:


More off‐road, share trails for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders on crown land, local council, Parks and
DELWP land across the outer, peri‐urban shires to link with the rural, regional shires



Completing connections and filling the missing links in regional, shared trails



More and improved free camping sites (including for camping with horses) on crown land in regional Victoria,
including in the vicinity of regional trails



Greater equity across user groups other than cyclists and Mountain Bike riders.



Education and planning involving user groups.

For example: Opportunities for horse riders have been contracting in peri urban areas and Parks in Regional Areas despite
75% of horse riders are women and 82% of MTB riders are men. MTB trails are increasing whereas horse riding trail access is
constantly being challenged, the DSE (2005) noting the general underprovision of horse riding in the Otways
• An inequity exists where male pursuits (eg mountain bike riding 82% male) are extensively provided for,
including single trails and exclusive areas, while horse riding has been excluded, restricted or disincentives
created such as requirements to ride alongside high speed, heavy traffic, high volume roads to connect to trails.
• This has occurred despite the DSE (2005) noting the general underprovision of horse riding in the Otways and
that this could be enhanced.
• Trail damage by horses hoof have been highlighted by the MTB community however there is greater wide
spread damage by MTBs and 4WDs.
• Weeds spread by horse manure is quoted as a reason for exclusion, yet is known banning recreational
horseriding may not necessarily prevent weed species from spreading to nature reserves, as alternative vectors
are known to disperse these same weed species. Wace (1975) and Lonsdale and Lane (1991) have established

that vehicles carry large numbers of species over long distances, and many bird and animal species are known
to ingest and disperse seeds (Loyn and French 1991)
http://caws.org.nz/old‐site/awc/1996/awc199613831.pdf




BROADEN THE FOCUS:
The current focus primarily on mountain bike trails has resulted in many regional areas competing for the same
target market. This has resulted in MTB riders being spoilt for choice and moving onto new trail experiences, often
resulting in older trails and communities lacking patronage and having to foot the bill for trail maintenance. A
broader focus on a variety of user groups would attract a larger cross section of the recreation community and also
access to funding for trail development and maintenance.

THE BENEFITS OF BETTER MULTI‐USER REGIONAL TRAIL NETWORKS:


Nature‐based tourism, tourism dollars, local business development and invigoration, regional employment



Showcase Victoria by sensitively capitalizing on its open spaces, remarkable natural assets and unique experiences,
fostering appreciation and valuing of our natural environment .



Promote local growers and artisans, many of which focusing on organic, eco‐friendly and sustainable practices
giving families the opportunity to experience food production.



Cultural heritage education.



Multi‐generational social benefit and engagement‐ keeping communities healthy, active, accessible and connected
with positive outcomes for overall health and wellbeing



Lasting, maintainable infrastructure legacy for generations to come

We understand that quality shared trails are highly valued by the community and are becoming increasingly popular for
relaxation, recreation and fitness. Their popularity stems from the enjoyment of the great outdoors, people’s local
neighbourhoods and being immersed in the scenic beauty of rural Victoria. A big factor is the accessibility and flexibility to
use trails at a time and place of one’s choosing and they are free to use.
Great examples in our region are:
FORREST MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAIL NETWORK
TIGER RAIL TRAIL
BEECHY RAIL TRAIL
SEA TO TREE TRAIL (in development)
In all the above examples, the main focus is on the MTB community and in each example there are significant development
issues regarding safety and linkage. Our proposal would require collaboration with State land managers and authorities
(Parks Victoria, DELWP, Melbourne Water, Vic Forests, VEAC) and municipalities to improve and ensure a seamless, safe,
diverse, off‐road trail experience for walkers, cyclists and horse riders that would guide strategic planning and development
of trail infrastructure and free camping facilities across Victoria.
To quote The Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MP, Minister for Energy, the Environment and Climate Change:
“Now more than ever we realise the value of fresh air, exercise and open space, and these extended trails will provide locals
and visitors with even more opportunities to do just that.”2.
I would welcome the opportunity to be more involved in this process as it is paramount to the progress of our recreation and
tourism environment and therefore the health of the wider Victorian community.
Kind regards
Jennifer Vasilj
President, FHRC

